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Now available in paperback. This is a text comprising the major theorems of probability theory and the
measure theoretical foundations of the subject. The main topics treated are independence,
interchangeability,and martingales; particular emphasis is placed upon stopping times, both as tools in
proving theorems and as objects of interest themselves.
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Now available in paperback. This is a text comprising the major theorems of probability theory and the
measure theoretical foundations of the subject. The main topics treated are independence,
interchangeability,and martingales; particular emphasis is placed upon stopping times, both as tools in
proving theorems and as objects of interest themselves.
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Extra resources for Probability Theory: Independence, Interchangeability, Martingales. Example text. Oo (ii)
show that p{n:,= 1 An} = n ~ I} is a sequence of events, A j }, p{lim An} J=n I if PiAn} n-oo = = lim p{ n-oo UA j}
J=n I, n ~ 1. 6. Let Q = {positive integers}, d = {A: A c Q}. J2 {A} = 0 or 00 according as A is a finite or infinite
set.
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